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KLEANBORE
22's

THE ORIGINAL
100% NON-CORROSIVE
AMMUNITION
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FOR NEW SHOOTING PLEASURE

“Kleankote” is clean to handle whether carried loosely in the hands or pockets. Its lubricant positively will not rub off or soil. Each cartridge is dry in the hand, yet slick in the gun. It will not wear your barrel as is the case with the old-fashioned dry bullet, and will not melt or rub off even under the extreme heat of the tropics. Neither will it cake or gum in the sub-zero weather of the arctic. This modern ammunition has the exclusive “Kleanhore” feature that gives your gun absolute protection from rust, and brings out the very best in your marksmanship.

It also has built into it the same record breaking features that have made “Palma Kleanhore” and “Palma Match” famous for winning national and international shooting competitions. The smooth, uniform lubricant makes the cartridge load easier and prolongs the life of your gun.

“Kleanhore” “Kleankote” .22’s are supplied in short, long, long rifle, regular and “Hi-Speed,” solid and hollow point bullets. Also C. B. Caps and .22 extra long with solid bullets.

Remington

Clean in hand and in the gun
ACCUAETY
The two 50 shot 100 yard machine rest groups shown here (approximately 1/2 actual size) are typical of the accuracy you may expect from "Kleanbore" .22 long rifle cartridges. Not specially selected ammunition, but the same cartridges you purchase in any hardware store, at any cross-roads, anywhere in the United State.

If It's Remington... It's Right!

STANDARD VELOCITY — "Kleanbore" is the original non-corrosive ammunition that keeps the bore of a firearm free from rust and corrosion. Now you can shoot all day in all kinds of weather and put your gun away with confidence that the barrel will not rust or corrode. A Remington Model 24 .22 Auto-loading Rifle in which more than one-half million "Kleanbore" cartridges have been fired still shows the barrel bright and clean, absolutely free from rust and with accuracy unimpaired. This barrel has never been cleaned since firing was started more than ten years ago.

HI-SPEED — You can add to the effective range of your rifle by shooting "Kleanbore" "Hi-Speed" .22's. They advance the range of accuracy to 300 yards—100 yards farther than ordinary cartridges are expected to perform.

Barrel sawed lengthwise and photographed after shooting 30,000 rounds of ordinary ammunition—carefully cleaned every time it was used. Barrel badly corroded and eroded, accuracy fell off after 5,000 rounds.
You can smack a woodchuck, crow or other small game with more power at 100 yards than ordinary .22's shot out of the same gun develop at the muzzle. "Kleanbore" "Hi-Speed" .22's travel faster than sound with 50% greater average energy, 25% greater average velocity, improved accuracy and snappy all-round performance. Penetration, plus accuracy, speed and punch make "Kleanbore" "Hi-Speed" .22's the outstanding small game and target cartridge for long range smallbore shooting.

100% NON-CORROSION

Barrel sawed lengthwise and photographed after shooting 30,000 rounds of "Kleanbore" .22's. Cleaning unnecessary, accuracy unimpaired, no erosion, barrel positively protected against rust and corrosion.

SHOCK POWER
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PENETRATION

Eight boards, each \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch thick can be penetrated by a "Kleanbore" "Hi-Speed" .22 long rifle bullet (see "A"). An even more convincing test of the power in these cartridges is shooting across the grain of a piece of seasoned oak (see "B"). These .22 speed kings are built like big game cartridges—with solid brass cases. Strong to hold the extra power. They travel flat, straight and true.